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Classic Clifford reissued!Out of all the holidays, Emily Elizabeth and Clifford like Halloween the

most. They play games, trick-or-treat in the neighborhood, and tell ghost stories. Best of all, they

can wear costumes! Clown, witch, knight, or ghost--what will Clifford decide to dress up as this

year?
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This book is a great read to prepare your child for the fun and excitement of Halloween. It displays

different American holidays and rates Halloween as Emily Elizabeth's and Clifford's favorites. They

show Clifford in different costumes and let's your child interact by asking which would "you" suggest.

My 3 years old really enjoys this one.

I thought this book was so adorable how on every holiday Clifford does something special like for

Christmas he dresses like Santa and gives out gifts, on Easter he plays the Easter bunny, and on

Halloween he always dresses up, in the book he dressed up as many different things such as the

devil, a clown, a witch, and even a ghost! Hes the most adorable dog in the world!! At Emily's party

he was a ghost and everyone loved him. How can't you love Clifford? I know I love him! This book is

suitable from the ages 0-6. Everyone will love this book. This book teaches people to help other



people and still have fun, like most Clifford books he always shows people how to love, share, and

get along.

Cliffords Halloween is about what Clifford wants to be for Halloween. The problem is, he is to big to

fit into any costumes, so he decides to be a giant ghost. Emily Elizabeth finds a big sheet and cuts

out holes in it for clifford to be able to see out of. This is a very cute book and its recommended for

all ages and for both boys and girls.

This Clifford the Big Red Dog book is wonderful. From the front cover you could assume that it is

strictly about Halloween. Especially from the opening title Clifford's Halloween. But when you read

the book it has illustrations of several US holidays in the book as well. With that being said you can

read it anytime of year not just in October. My 2 year old daughter loves me to read this book for

her. The story is simple and easy to follow for young children.

Clifford books in our house are an absolute naptime and bedtime staple. They consistently have

good themes and great teachable lessons. The great thing about Clifford books is the length; it is

easy to include these books as part of a routine because they only take about 3-5 minutes to

complete so you can read multiple books. The price is right also. Two thumbs up for Clifford the Big

Red Dog!!

We read this book every night of October leading up to Halloween. Leaving the last costume

open-ended allowed us to discuss possible costume choices for Clifford and for my son. It was

always a fun conversation.

A really cute story that my Grandchildren love! It tells of Clifford's first Halloween, and how difficult it

was to find a costume for him. He then goes out to Trick-or-Treat, and frightens many children

away...but soon they learn how gentle and loving that Clifford is, and they all have a wonderful

Halloween together.

My daughter loves Clifford books, but this one is just awful. Invokes the devil and borderline racist

costumes. But even if that doesn't bother you, the writing is sure to offend your senses. It feels like

the artist and writer never spoke and the writer just made up stuff on each page without really

worrying about telling a complete story.
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